ABSTRACT Zero injection (ZI) is an inherent characteristic of a power grid. The effect of ZI (ZI effect) is usually utilized as an auxiliary measurement termed ZI observation for simplification. We discover that the ZI observation can transmit. The reliability of ZI observation becomes weaker, as ZI observation transmits ''deeper.'' In this paper, a unified phasor measurement unit (PMU) placement model is proposed with considering the reliability of ZI observation. To improve the reliability of ZI observation, the depth of ZI observation is limited, and the ZI utilization rate is minimized. The optimality problem which considers reliable ZI observation is studied, which has not been discussed before. Five working conditions, i.e., base case, N − 1 PMU outage, N − 1 line outage, N − 1 PMU outage, or N − 1 line outage, and the PMU measurement channel limitation are studied. The proposed method is tested on six IEEE test systems, i.e., IEEE 14-, 30-, 39-, 57-, 118-, and 300-bus systems, the Polish 2383-bus test system, and a practical power system in China. Results indicate that the proposed method not only reduces the number of PMUs by employing ZI effect but also ensures the reliability of ZI observation while making full observation of the power system.
NOMENCLATURE
Scalars N The number of buses. C j Measurement channel limitation on bus j.
Vectors B
Set of buses. B zi Zero injection bus set. 
Matrices Y Admittance matrix.
A Binary adjacent (connectivity) matrix. Q Binary decision matrix whose entry q ij equals to 1 when bus i is observed by the PMU installed on bus j.
I. INTRODUCTION
Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs), the important components in Wide Area Measurement System (WAMS), measure synchronized data in high sample rate and record time-stamp simultaneously in power systems. PMU measurements with the same time-stamp are used to infer the state at that instant. The time-stamp is synchronized by Global Positioning System (GPS) [1] . State estimation requires real-time measurement data from conventional and phasor measurement dealing with topology errors and bad data detection. These measurements have to make the system observable [2] . Power system is fully observed when all state variables are known. If all voltage phasors are known, full observability is ensured. Therefore, the complete set of bus voltage phasors is usually defined as the state variables. It is not necessary to observe all bus voltages directly by PMUs. Pseudo-measurements, such as zero injection (ZI) observation, is able to enhance the observability of systems. The optimal PMU placement (OPP) problem is NP-complete with a solution space being 2 N [3] . The decision variable representing whether to install a PMU or not is discrete. The cost of PMU deployment is usually considered as the objective function from the point of view of economical efficiency. Minimizing the cost of PMU deployment and optimizing their location to achieve full observability are usually the basic purposes. Therefore, OPP problem is often presented as an optimization model to minimize the cost under different constraints. These constraints usually include conventional measurements, N-1 contingency, PMU channel capacity, redundancy, incomplete observability, etc.
Conventional measurement, such as power flow measurement, injection measurement, and so on, provides additional measurement. These additional measurements help to reduce the number of PMUs [4] - [6] . Full observability under N − 1 contingency is also investigated [4] , [5] , [7] - [11] . N − 1 contingency can be either a single PMU outage or a single branch outage. Each bus is modeled to be observed at least twice. Therefore, the number of PMUs increases greatly when N −1 contingency is considered.
When the number of PMU measurement channels is limited, more PMUs may be required [7] - [9] , [12] , [13] . Redundant PMU placement aims to find an optimal combination of PMU locations that enhances the reliability [5] , [14] . Incomplete observability is studied when PMUs are insufficient to determine the complete set of bus voltages. The depth of unobservability is modeled as ILP constraints [14] , [15] . Some other practical hidden costs are considered in [16] .
Zero injection (ZI) bus has no load or generator. It acts as a transshipment bus in power systems. No current is injected into the power system, so the sum of currents flowing into a ZI bus is zero. ZI buses enhance the system observability by providing additional node equations for OPP problem, which is called the effect of zero injection (ZI effect). By utilizing ZI effect, the number of PMUs can further be reduced [4] , [5] , [8] , [9] , [11] , [14] . However, little work has been reported on the reliability of ZI observation and ZI effect utilization.
To model an OPP problem, two basic methods, deterministic and meta-heuristic, are broadly used. Meta-heuristic methods, such as genetic algorithm [17] - [20] , cellular learning automata [21] , differential evolution [22] , binary cuckoo optimization algorithm [23] , and binary imperialistic competition algorithm [24] , are appropriate to solve OPP problem with non-linearity. Integer linear programming (ILP), a deterministic method, is able to handle different cases by changing constraints [25] . Furthermore, ILP is scalable and able to solve large scale OPP problem. ILP is capable of achieving global optimality in most cases, but meta-heuristic method usually result in a sub-optimal solution. Recently, OPP problem is also described as a graph model [26] , [27] .
If ZI observation is utilized in practical, the reliability of ZI observation is a key aspect for research. Therefore, this paper aims to find the minimum number of PMUs and their best locations to make the power network algebraically observable considering the reliability of ZI observation. The contribution of this paper is listed as follows:
1) This paper proposes a more generalized model which takes the reliability of zero injection observation into consideration. 2) Zero injection observation depth (ZIOD) is proposed to demonstrate how ZI effect transmits. The reliability of ZI observation is guaranteed by restricting ZIOD. 3) A unified OPP formulation with limited ZIOD is proposed and solved by ILP. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The observability with ZI injection is analyzed in section II. Section III presents the proposed OPP formulation. In section IV, numerical results are presented for six IEEE systems as well as a large power system. Section V concludes this paper.
II. OBSERVABILITY WITH ZERO INJECTION
This section begins with a linear observability model with zero injection. Next, in order to investigate ZI observation, a new concept ''zero injection observation depth (ZIOD)'' is proposed and discussed. Finally, observability rules are derived.
A. LINEAR OBSERVABILITY MODEL WITH ZERO INJECTION
Consider an N -bus system provided with measurements of voltage phasors, current phasors, and zero injection measurement in z. The measurement vector z is linearly related to the state vector x, i.e.,
where H is the design matrix. Next, z is split into voltage subvector z V , branch current subvector z b , and zero injection subvector z z . x is split into PMU-directly-observed subvector V d , PMU-indirectly-observed subvector V i , and PMU-unobserved subvector V u . Measurement error is ignored because it is not relevant to the observability analysis. Equation (1) becomes, This model can be a guidance when zero injection is considered in state estimation.
B. ZERO INJECTION OBSERVATION DEPTH
Generally speaking, ZI bus is the bus whose power injection into the system is zero, i.e., it has no load or generator. Each ZI bus provides a Kirchhoff's Current Law (KCL) equation [4] .
The set consisted of a ZI bus and its adjacent buses is defined as a zero injection influence region (ZIIR) zi . The cardinality of zi is assumed to be N zi . If more than (N zi − 1) buses are observed in zi (called '' zi is satisfied'' for simplification), the states of all the buses in this ZIIR will be known. If the state of an unobserved bus is made observable by a satisfied ZIIR, such effect is ZI effect. Such kind of observation is called ZI observation.
We find an interesting phenomenon that the bus state solved by ZI effect is capable of making other ZIIRs satisfied and more buses become observable. The satisfaction of ZIIR may cascade many times and make more and more buses observable.
Zero injection observation depth (ZIOD) evaluates how 'deep' ZI observation transmits. If the state of a bus is solved by utilizing at least Z ZIIRs, i.e., solved by Z KCL equations, the ZIOD of this bus is Z .
Proposition 1: Assume the ZIOD of a ZI-observed bus is Z . The number of buses whose unobservability causes this ZI-observed bus to become unobservable is equal to the cardinality of the union of its associated Z ZIIRs minus Z , i.e., (|
The ZIOD of bus k is assumed to be Z . Therefore, the state of bus k is solved by Z KCL equations detached from (2),ẑ
[Ŷ zdŶziŶzu ] represents the line parameters of Z ZIIRs which contribute to the observability of bus k. Without loss of generality, we name these Z ZIIRs from 1 to Z . The loss of any voltage measurement within these ZIIRs will cause unobservability of bus k. There are | Z i=1 i | buses within these Z ZIIRs. Z bus voltages are solved by ZI effect. Therefore, the number of such voltage measurements is equal to (|
That is because the bus with ZIOD equal to (Z + 1) is not in The ZIOD of bus 26 is equal to 2. Five buses, bus 21, 22, 38, 24, and 25, are utilized to observe bus 27 by utilizing the ZI effects of bus 22, 24, and 26. The ZIOD of bus 27 is equal to 3. This naturally forms a ZI observation path. The observation loss of any of these five buses will cause the unobservability of bus 27. On the other hand, if line outage happens between bus 22 and bus 23, the observability of bus 23, 26, and 27 will lose simultaneously.
The number of those buses whose unobservability can cause the failure of ZI observation is inversely proportional to the reliability of ZI observation. To improve the reliability of ZI observation, we restrain ZIOD ≤ 1. As stated in proposition 1, any ZI-observed bus will utilize at most (max i∈B zi | i | − 1) states which is exactly equal to the maximum number of lines connected to this ZI bus. The ZI observation transmission path is cut off because each ZI-observed bus only utilizes the effect of one ZI bus. Therefore, Y zu becomes,
where Y zu is a diagonal matrix. Y r zu is the redundancy ZI observation matrix. If Y zu has full column rank, all VOLUME 6, 2018 PMU-unobserved buses are observed by ZI effect. The power system is thus algebraically observable.
We assume ZIOD ≤ 1 in the rest of this paper.
C. OBSERVABILITY RULES
Three observability rules are proposed to determine whether a bus is observable as ZIOD ≤ 1. Rule 1: Buses with PMU installed are directly observed. Rule 2: Buses adjacent to a PMU-installed bus can be observed by Ohm's law. Rule 3: If only one bus is PMU-unobservable among a ZIIR, it will be made observable using KCL at the zero injection bus. Three observability rules correspond to 3 equations in (2) . Note that these 3 rules is able to make the transition matrix full rank. Therefore, not only topological observability but also numerical observability are satisfied.
Three observability rules correspond to 3 equations in (2) . Note that these 3 rules is able to make the transition matrix full rank. Therefore, not only topological observability but also numerical observability are satisfied.
III. PROPOSED UNIFIED OPP FORMULATION A. PROBLEM DISCUSSION
A generic formulation of OPP problem which restricts ZIOD ≤ 1 is proposed in [11, Appendix C] . It says 14 PMUs are needed to achieve full topological observability for IEEE 57-bus system. However, we find the solution is sub-optimal, because 12 PMUs are sufficient for complete system observability, as shown in Fig. 2 . Each node represents a bus. A hollow node represents a ZI bus. The ''P'' inner a node implies that there is a PMU installed on that bus. The nodes in blue imply that they are already observed by PMU and the nodes in black are not. An area surrounded by red dash lines implies a ZIIR.
Reference [11, Appendix C] declares that each ZIIR must be satisfied to ensure full observability. However, when a PMU-unobserved bus is in more than one ZIIR, any satisfied ZIIR will make it observable. For example, both 24 and 36 have two PMU-unobserved buses. The network is observable because bus 23, 26, 35, and 36 are observed by 22 , 26 , 34 , and 40 , respectively. Therefore, we should allow some ZIIRs to be ''idle''.
B. UNIFIED ILP OPP FORMULATION WITH ZI EFFECT CONSIDERATION
The OPP problem without ZI effect consideration is formulated as follows,
where B is the set of buses and o i is the observability function at bus i. The objective function (5) minimizes the cost of PMUs. Constraint (6) ensures the full observability. Constraint (7) implies that the bus with the installation of PMU and its incident buses are observable.
We propose a unified OPP formulation with consideration of ZIOD ≤ 1. In order to solve the preceding problem in III-A, the following constraints are constructed to substitute (7):
where A m is the m th row of adjacent matrix A. Binary decision variable u j = 1 if bus j is observed by PMU and 0 otherwise. Binary decision variable v k = 1 when the ZI effect of bus k is utilized and 0 otherwise. Constraint (8) ensures that the bus equipped with or adjacent to a PMU can be observed. Constraint (9) ensures that the buses which are not adjacent to ZI buses must be observed by PMUs. Constraint (10) ensures that ZI effect only happens on a ZIIR. Constraint (11) indicates that v m is allowed to be 1 when more than (| m | − 1) buses are observed by PMUs in ZIIR m . Constraint (12) ensures full observability, i.e., each bus is observed by PMU, ZI effect, or both.
C. VARIENTS OF UNIFIED OPP FORMULATION
The unified OPP formulation above is proposed for normal working condition. However, some contingencies may occur, e.g., PMU outage or line outage. Furthermore, any PMU has limited number of measurement channels. Full observability should maintain under these cases.
1) LOSS OF PMU CONTINGENCY
In order to enhance the reliability of monitoring, the power system should still maintain full observability after N − 1 PMU outage. The constraints considering N − 1 PMU outage contingency are constructed to substitute (7),
where A p is formed by setting each non-zero entry of the p th column of A to zero. Note that A m in constraint (16) does not change because the topology of the network remains the same. The proposed constraints can be easily extended for N − k PMU outage. It only needs to replace matrix A p by setting the entries of the corresponding k columns in A to zero.
2) LINE OUTAGE CONTINGENCY
The power system should be robust enough to maintain full observability under N − 1 line outage contingency. The constraints considering N − 1 line outage contingency are constructed to substitute (7),
where A l is the adjacent matrix when the l th line is out. The proposed constraints can be extended for N − k line outage. It only needs to replace matrix A l by setting the corresponding 2k symmetrical entries in A to zero.
3) MEASUREMENT CHANNEL LIMITATION
A PMU has limited measurement channels in nature. That's to say, a PMU is only capable of measuring finite states simultaneously. To consider the effect of limited measurement channel, we employ a new decision matrix Q. The (i, j) th entry q ij in Q equals to 1 when bus i is observed by the PMU on bus j and 0 otherwise. The constraint (8) is replaced by the following constraints,
Constraint (23) ensures that the bus with PMU installed and all its adjacent buses can be made observable. Constraint (24) indicates that a PMU must observe the voltage phasor of the bus on which it installed before it observes an incident current phasor. Constraint (25) ensures that the number of measurement channels of PMU on bus j must be limited to a specified constant C j . Constraint (26) checks whether bus j needs to install a PMU. Constraint (27) checks whether bus i is observed by PMU.
D. ZERO INJECTION UTILIZATION
When the minimum number of PMUs is given, the utilization of possible capability of ZI buses may still vary depending on the PMU locations and the system topology. In order to quantify the extent ZI effects being used, a new index is proposed as follows.
Zero injection utilization rate (ZIUR) is defined as the number of buses observed by ZI effect divided by the number of total ZI buses:
Obviously, ZIUR ranges from 0% to 100%. If 1 − u i equals to 1, bus i is a ZI-observed bus. For example, in Fig.1,  11 buses, bus 8, 23, 26, 27, 35, 36, 39, 43, 45, 46 , and 47, are observed by ZI effect. There are 15 ZI buses in IEEE 57-bus system. Therefore, ZIOD equals to 11/15 which is about 73.33%.
For disturbances including PMU outage, line outage, etc., the average ZIUR is defined as the expectation of ZIURs for all possible disturbances d. Let be a set consisted of all the disturbances. Then average ZIUR is defined as:
where E is the expectation operator. ZI observation usually needs more state variables to solve the state of a bus than PMU observation. For example, in Fig. 2 , bus 49 can be observed either by the ZI effect of bus 48 or by the PMU installed on bus 38. The voltages of bus 47, 48, and 38 are used when observed by ZI effect. However, the voltage of bus 38 and the current of the line between bus 38 and bus 49 are used when observed by PMU. The loss of any measurement of these state variables will cause the unobservability of bus 49. It is obvious that one less state variable is used when observed by PMU. The reliability will increase as less state variables are used. If a bus can be observed either by PMU or by ZI observation, it tends to be observed by PMU to increase reliability. In another word, lower ZIUR indicates higher reliability.
Our interest then lies on minimizing the ZIUR to optimize the location of PMUs. The objective function (5) is rewritten as:
where min (w) is the minimum element in weight vector w. Note that the minimum change of the first term in (30) is larger than the maximum change of the second term. Therefore, the objective function minimize the cost of PMUs first and then minimize ZIUR.
IV. CASE STUDIES
The performance of the proposed OPP model is examined by the standard IEEE 14-, 30-, 39-, 57-, 118-, 300-bus systems [28] , and Polish 2383-bus system which is a real and large-scale system obtained from MATPOWER toolbox [29] . The characteristics of these test systems are listed in Table 1 . The locations of ZI buses of the last two systems are omitted due to the large scale. Note that the proposed method restricts ZIOD ≤ 1. Therefore, according to Proposition 1, the number of buses whose unobservability causes an ZI-observed bus unobservable is no more than ''the maximum lines connected to the ZI bus'', as shown in the last column in Table 1 .
All tests are implemented on a computer with a Core i3 3.3-GHz CPU and 4 GB RAM using CPLEX 12.5.1 solver [30] on YALMIP toolbox [31] in MATLAB R2012a environment [32] . All buses are considered to be uniformly significant in the following studies, so uniform weight w is assumed. Five cases, i.e., base case, N − 1 PMU outage, N − 1 line outage, N − 1 PMU outage or line outage, and measurement channel limitation, are considered. Table 2 tabulates the minimum number of PMUs, their locations and associated ZIUR for the base case. Two large scale systems, IEEE 300-bus and Polish 2383-bus system, are included to show the effectiveness of the proposed method for large systems. PMU locations of the last two systems are omitted due to the large scale. As expected, the number of PMUs slightly increases because the ZIOD constraint is considered. For instance, in IEEE 14-or 30-bus system, the number of PMUs is identical to that reported in [4, Table 2 ]. Note that [4] does not take ZIOD into account. The number of PMUs, in IEEE 39-, 57-, or 118-system, increases by one. They are the best result so far as discussed in [4, Table 3 ]. The PMU locations are further optimized to minimize the ZIUR depending on the topology of the system and the arrangement of ZI buses. For example, in IEEE 30 system, there are six ZI buses. Three ZI effects are utilized for full observability by the proposed method, but five as reported in [4, Table 2 ] with the same number of PMUs. About half of the ZI buses have to be used for small systems and one third for the two large systems, as shown in the last column of Table 2 .
A. STUDIES ON SEVEN COMMON TEST SYSTEMS
Another interesting aspect is to study how many ZI buses must be utilized at least when the number of PMUs changes. In Table 3 , ZIUR decreases with the increasing of the number of PMUs. It means that ZI effect becomes less essential to observability when the number of PMUs increases. For instance, in IEEE 57-bus system, the number of PMUs increases by 1, from 12 to 13, ZIUR decreases from 53.3% to 40%. If ZIUR decreases to 0%, full observability will be achieved without utilizing ZI effect. The symbol ''-'' means Note that ZIUR depends greatly on the contingency type, the topology of the system, and the location of ZI buses. For a certain contingency, the utilization of ZI effect may alter under different conditions. For example, as seen in the third column of IEEE 14-bus system in Table 4 , the average ZIUR is 100%. There is only one ZI bus in the IEEE 14-bus system. This ZI bus has to be used for observability under any possible N − 1 PMU outage disturbances. The average ZIUR of N − 1 PMU outage is much higher than that of N − 1 line outage because the loss of a PMU hardly makes a ZI observation breakdown [9, Fig. 3 ]. However, a line outage disturbance will easily break a ZI observation by cutting off the branch between a ZI bus and the bus observed by this ZI effect. It is noted that the average ZIUR is minimized under certain number of PMUs in our study. If ZIUR further decreases, the power system will lose observability, and more PMUs are required to regain full observability. Table 6 lists the minimum number of PMUs and the average ZIUR when measurement channel limitations are considered. All PMUs are assumed to have the same measurement channels. Six cases of measurement channel limitations are studied, where the number of available measurement channels ranges from 1 to 6. ''/'' is used to separate the optimal number of PMUs and ZIUR. When all PMUs have only one available measurement channel, the number of PMUs equals to the value that the number of buses minus the number of ZI buses used for observability. It is because the buses with PMUs installed are observable by PMUs directly and the others are observed by ZI effect. As shown in the second column, ZIUR does not reach 100% in the last four test systems because of the arrangement of ZI buses and ZIOD constraint. As expected, the number of PMUs decreases with the increasing of available measurement channels. Furthermore, ZIUR also decreases with the increasing of available measurement channels when the number of PMUs has been minimized. For instance, in IEEE-57 bus system, the ZIUR deceases from 66.67% to 53.33% by increasing available measurement channels from 5 to 6. The number of PMUs and ZIUR has reached their lower bound, as seen in Table 2 . This means that the number of PMUs and ZIUR won't decrease any more with the increasing of PMU measurement channels. That's to say, 5, 5, 4, 6 and 6 PMU measurement channels are enough for IEEE 14-, 30-, 39-, 57-, and 118-bus to reach their minimum number of PMUs and minimum ZIUR, respectively.
Any OPP problem can be conventionalized to a ZIOD constraint. ZIOD ≤ 0 means neglecting ZI effect and it suffers high number of PMUs. ZIOD ≤ ∞ means considering ZI effect regardless of ZI observation reliability and it suffers low ZI effect reliability. Therefore, a compromise is to constraint ZIOD ≤ 1.
Four previous methods are compared to the proposed method in Fig. 3 . ''Method neglecting ZI [11] : ZIOD ≤ 0'' means that the method neglecting ZI effect proposed in [11] solves the OPP problem with ZIOD ≤ 0. As seen, the first method (first blue bar) achieves the highest number of PMUs for all 12 cases as expected because this method does not utilize any ZI effect. With ZIOD ≤ 1, the middle two method (second red and third green bars) achieves less number of PMUs than the first one. The proposed method reaches less number of PMUs in N − 1 PMU outage case for IEEE 118-bus system because the proposed method revises the constraints as described in Section III-A. With ZIOD ≤ ∞, VOLUME 6, 2018 the last two method (fourth violet and fifth azure bars) should achieve less number of PMUs than the middle two. However, in N-1 PMU outage case and N-1 contingency case for IEEE 118-bus system, the proposed method achieves less number of PMUs than the method proposed in [9] . This is because the constraint in [9] is too strong. This problem is fixed in [4] .
Look carefully at Fig. 3 , we find that the trend of PMU numbers are strongly related to the number of ZI buses in each system. For example, there are only one ZI bus in IEEE 14-bus system. This means the constraint ZIOD ≤ 1 is the same with the constraint ZIOD ≤ ∞. However, there are 15 ZI buses in IEEE 57-bus and 10 ZI buses in IEEE 118-bus system. The number of PMUs reduced rapidly with respect to the ZIOD constraint. Furthermore, the proposed method which considers ZIOD ≤ 1 and the last method which reaches the best result so far for ZIOD ≤ ∞ . For N − 1 PMU outage case, the last method utilizes 5 less PMUs than the proposed method in IEEE 57-bus system. However, it can be seen that 1 more PMU is installed in IEEE 118-bus system. Similar phenomenon also happens in N − 1 line outage case and N − 1 contingency case. This indicates that the proposed method ensures the reliability of ZI observation and the number of PMUs does not increase a lot when there are not a lot of zero injection buses in the system. For systems with a lot of ZI buses, ZIOD ≤ k, k ≥ 2 may reach less number of PMUs and suffer poorer reliability of ZI observation. Considering computaion time, for IEEE 300-bus system, it takes about 0.296 second to solve base case and 33.1 seconds to solve N-1 contingency case. Moreover, it takes about 1.58 seconds to solve base case for Polish 2383-bus system.
B. STUDIES ON A PRACTICAL POWER SYSTEM IN CHINA
This section introduces a practical province power system in China. The system contains 36 buses, 37 lines and 8 zero injection buses as shown in Fig. 4 . Larges circle represents 750kV pivot buses and small one represents 330kV or lower buses. A hollow circle indicates that this bus is a zero injection bus and a solid one indicates that this bus is a non-zero injection bus. The results for the practical power system is shown in Table 7 . As expected, the number of PMUs are higher when considering contingencies. The number of PMUs decreases with the increasing PMU measurement channels. Note that 11 PMUs with 4 measurement channels can achieve full observability without utilizing ZI effect. Therefore, proposed method is feasible and applicable in practical power systems.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a practical OPP model is addressed considering the reliability of ZI observation for PMU placement. To improve the reliability of ZI observation, the depth of ZI observation (ZIOD) is restricted to no more than 1 and zero injection utilization rate (ZIUR) is minimized. The OPP problem is formulated as an ILP model. Consideration of N − 1 line outage and PMU outage makes the proposed PMU placement method more reliable. PMU measurement channel limitations are further considered in order to make the proposed method more realistic. ZIUR is discussed with increasing of the number of PMUs to explain to what extent ZI effect should be utilized. The proposed method has been tested on seven common test systems, IEEE 14-, 30-, 39-, 57-, 118-, 300-bus systems, and Polish 2383-bus system as well as a practical power system in China. The minimum number and PMU locations are compared with the previous work. All solutions except Polish 2383-bus system (which has an optimality gap of 0.2%) in this paper are global optimal. Particularly, the proposed method is suitable for large-scale power system applications.
